**MBBC Duty for Meet 5 – Hurdles Marshalling, Set-up and Pack-up**

For the smooth running of the meet, each school is required to provide officials. MBBC is required to provide two officials for the Hurdles Marshalling, Set-up and Pack-up. Mr Pincott will be one marshal and we require parental assistance for the other marshalling position.

**Other duties – Timekeeping and age group managers**

Timekeeping – Mrs Fogg will be the chief timekeeper for each Meet, however, she will require assistance with timing races.

Age group managers – We will require a manager for each age group (under 9/10, 11, 12, 13). The role of the manager will be to escort and supervise the students at each event.

Please advise Mr Pincott if you are able to assist with Marshalling, timekeeping or being an age group manager via email: pincottj@mbbc.qld.edu.au.

### FIELD EVENTS

*Due to time constraints, only 3 students in each age from each school are permitted to compete in each field event. Students will be notified prior to the Meet if they are competing.*

**High Jump**: High Jump will run with **ONLY 2 ATTEMPTS** at each height. The High Jump competition will stop after 40 minutes regardless of the number of competitors still remaining.

**Long Jump and Shot Put**: students will receive two attempts (three if time permits).

### TRACK EVENTS

**800m**: Students will run in lanes for the first 100m metres, making their way onto the inside of the track down the back straight. Timekeepers for 800m are to be positioned on inside of track – parents are to remain on the outside of the track.

**Hurdles**: These will be conducted at the same time as the 800m race. So schools will need to have at least 2 time keepers so to be able to get both 800m and hurdle times for their school. Time keepers for Hurdles are to be positioned on Grand Stand side of track and not on infield side of track.

**100m/200m**: Races will alternate between the Purple and Green divisions (MBBC is in Green division) for efficiency and to assist with timekeeping. Timekeepers for 100m and 200m are to be positioned on inside of track.

# NO cost for parking on a Saturday at the UQ Track. Parking is over the road.

# A canteen will be in operation at UQ Track.

# If competitors are late or not ready the event **WILL** commence without them.

---

The CIC Championships are held on Monday 6 and Wednesday 8 September.